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 Physico-chemical Formulation!
 Emulsion Properties vs Formulation!

  Enhanced Oil Recovery !
  Heavy Crude Emulsified Transport!
  Hydrate Formation in deep sea Pipelining!

Applications!
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HLB  (Hydrophilic Lipophilic Balance) .......  empirical 

Winsor R ratio  ................................ theoretical 

PIT  (Phase Inversion Temperature) ............ empirical 

CER  (Cohesive Energy Ratio) .......................   mixed 

Correlations  for 3 phase behavior .... empirical   

SAD  (Surfactant Affinity Difference) .............  mixed 
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What is formulation? 
  Formulation describes 

the physico-chemical 
interactions of the 
adsorbed surfactant 
molecules with oil and 
water.!

oil  
(O)!

water 
(W)!

Aco!

Acw!

surfactant 
(C)!

R =!
Aco!

Acw! R < 1, R = 1 or R > 1!
related to phase behavior!

Winsorʼs R Ratio!

 Winsor P., Solvent Properties of Amphiphilic Compounds, Butterworth London (1954) 	
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Formulation Scan  
changes the phase behavior 

For instance if Formulation Variable !
  = Salinity of aqueous phase!

R = !
Aco!
Acw!

If salinity increases !
Acw  decreases           R  increases!
transition  R < 1          R = 1           R > 1!

Increasing salinity!

R < 1! R > 1!

Bourrel M., Schechter R. S., Microemulsions and Related Systems, Dekker (1988)	
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R < 1             R = 1             R > 1!

W I            W III            W II"
Winsorʼs Phase Behavior Types !

Surfactant 
prefers water!

Surfactant 
prefers oil!

Surfactant prefers 
a third phase 

(microemulsion)!
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Optimum 
because 

interfacial 
tension is 
ultralow 

Low enough to 
displace trapped 
oil in EOR!
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W III	
 Bicontinuous Microemulsion 
Structure at Optimum Formulation!

R = 1!

µem"

Zero curvature like LLC!
 

R = 1

Zero curvature like LLCZero curvature like LLC
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Surfactant Affinity Difference 
direct measurement 

SAD =  µ*   -   µ*   =  RT ln C  /C"o"o"w w
Surfactant Partition Coefficient!

In three-phase behavior 
optimum formulation 
systems, excess phases do 
not contain micelles nor any 
structure …. 
Appropriate situation to 
evaluate CO and CW at 
equilibrium (HPLC analysis) 

CO 

CW 

µem!

Marquez N. et al. Colloid Surfaces A, 100: 225 (1995) & 131: 45 (1998)	
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Surfactant Affinity Difference 
SAD = µ*w  - µ*o  

(for instance for ionic systems) 

WATER  SALINITY 

OIL ALKANE 
CARBON NUMBER  

ALCOHOL 
TYPE & CONC. 

SURFACTANT 
HYDROPHILE & 
HYDROPHOBE 

TEMPERATURE 

SAD/RT = lnS - K ACN - f(A) +  σ	
 - aT  ∆T = 0 
>!
<!

depends on all formulation variables as Winsor’s R ratio 

quantifies the physicochemical formulation at interface 

considerable reduction in number of degrees of freedom 
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Optimum Formulation         SAD = 0 

HLD = lnS - K ACN - f(A) + σ - aT ∆T = 0"

HLD = α - EON + b S - k ACN - φ(A) + cT ∆T = 0"

Salinity" Oil" Alcohol" Temperature"

ionic!

nonionic!

Correlations (first empirical, then based on SAD)!

Surfactant"

Surfactant"

Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Deviation 
HLD = dimensionless SAD Salager et al. Langmuir, 16: 5534 (2000)	


HLD = SAD / RT!

Salager J. L. et al. Soc. Petroleum Eng. J., 19: 107 (1979)  ANIONIC SYSTEMS"
Bourrel M. et al. J. Colloid Interface Science, 75: 451 (1980)  NONIONIC SYSTEMS"
Antón R. E. et al. J. Dispersion Science Technology, 18: 539 (1997)  CATIONIC SYSTEMS	
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Generality of optimum formulation HLD concept 
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Emulsion Type and Stability vs Formulation 

Salager et al., J. Dispersion Science & Technology,  3 : 279 (1982)	


10!1!

10!2!

10!3!

10!4!

10!5!

3 phases!

O/W!
W/O!

0! 4         SALINITY  (wt% NaCl)!
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Why emulsions are unstable at optimum 
formulation?  Various explanations 

  Surfactant is trapped in a microemulsion !
  Surfactant forms liquid crystal bridges  !
  Holes in films are not stable !
  Tension gradient tends to break the film!
  Zero curvature is incompatible with formation of spherical drops!

Bourrel M. et al., J. Colloid Interface Sci., 72: 161 (1979)	

Salager J.L. et al., J. Colloid Interface Sci., 77: 288 (1980)	

Anton R., Salager J.L. J. Colloid Interface Sci., 111: 54 (1986)	

Hazlett R. D., Schechter R. S. Colloids Surfaces, 29: 53 (1988)	

Kabalnov A. et al., Langmuir,  12: 8 & 12: 276 (1996)	

Ivanov I. et al., Colloids Surf. A, 128: 155 (1997)	
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What happens at optimum formulation? 
  Interfacial Tension!
  Conductivity (type)!
  Emulsion Stability!
  Emulsion Drop Size!
  Emulsion Viscosity!

Formulation Scan!

Propertie
s!
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Surfactant Flooding 
or ASP!
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ASP Methods in the field 

1 injector 
well 4 productor 

wells 

Oil bank 

injection at the center of a 5-spots 
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Principle of surfactant flooding 

Sor

drive water 

polymer 

oil bank 

surfactant 

  A small volume of surfactant solution (miscible 
or low tension) triggers the mobilization … 

  … of drops (or "snakes”) and sometimes an 
emulsion, 

  which must be pushed by something more 
viscous (polymer solution) 

sometimes 
sacrificial "preflush" 
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Variariations of interfacial 
formulation is due to: 

Ion exchange (salinity varies)!
Adsorption of some surfactant species!
Precipitation of some surfactant species!
Partitioning of surfactant species!
Chromatographic effect!
Different fractioning vs Surf conc & WOR!
…!

Variation from HLD = 0 
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Very small change from HLD = 0 
(1) increases the tension and produces emulsions  

with :           

(2) high stability, (3) small drops, (4) high viscosity 

= A disaster :              no recovery & plugging 
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Temperature is used to change 
formulation with nonionics because it 

alters the properties the right way 
(viscosity and formulation) 
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O/W Emulsion formed in best conditions (A) 

Hot enough > low crude η 	


At HLD slightly negative > low tension, 
small drops and relative stability!
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O/W Emulsion transported in best conditions (B) 

Cold drops become particle > slurry 	

HLD very negative > high stability!
Same drop size!
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Extra difficulties in (A-B): catastrophic inversion 
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Oil            Composition           Water!

+"A"B"+"

A"-" C"-"
O/W!

W/O!

Inversion line! C"+"
w/O/W!

o/W/O!

-"B"

Increase in stirring or crude η moves frontier 
and increase in oil content moves system 
in both cases O/W inverts in W/O 
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O/W Emulsion broken in best conditions (C) 

O/W Emulsion breaking (high instability) 
Classical demulsifying conditions 
Passing at HLD = 0           two alternatives 
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In practice it is not enough to go at HLD = 0 

O/W emulsion breaking and crude dehydration 
(W/O emulsion breaking)  at the same time 
implies to have exactly HLD = 0  
This is not the case in practice! 

“Disaster” w/O/W 
       close to  C 
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Trick to solve the problem around (C) 

    HLD = 0 (at PIT) !
             minimum stability, low crude η!

Up & down trick  
(C up to D and D 
down to C and A)!

= double breaking 
and clean water!
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An important practical problem 
that could be solved …        
may be by properly using 
formulation know-how!
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Conditions for hydrates to form 

Hydrates naturally form in permafrost 
and deep sea conditions  
Pression = depth in sea  

Hydrate = solid 
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Deep sea pipelining (hydrate formation 
in naturally formed W/O emulsions)!

Gas 

Crude 

water 

Hydrate forms and results in 
encapsulation and emulsion 

becomes a slurry 

 

Capsules agglomerate 
and produce a plug 

 

 

Water drops in 
crude are formed 

ALTERNATIVES TO AVOID PROBLEMS:!
Stop formation of hydrate?!
Agglomeration inhibition?!
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Kinetic phenomena are under study 

Water drops in crude (typical situation at the well output). 

Coalescence of 2 drops or 2 hydrate capsules 
Coalescence of a capsule and a water drop 

water 

Hydrate  
layer 

water 

Hydrate capsule 

EMULSION HYDRATE 
FORMATION 

Agglomeration 

water 
Hydrate 
capsule + 
water drop 

Agglomeration 
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Kinetics agglomeration seems to be related to 
emulsion coalescence            FORMULATION 

gas 

gas 

crude 

crude 

water 

water 

Hydrate Capsules 

Hydrate Capsules 

TIME 

TIME 

Coalescence & Agglomeration 

Emulsion/Dispersion Stability 
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Surfactants exhibit different effects favorable or               
not to the formation of hydrate. Is formation crucial? 

The attractive feature seems to be the stabilization 
of small size capsules as a stable slurry 
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Some Guesses 

Situation at the well bore (A or Aʼ= 
plugging or not), may be improved 
by a lipophilic surfactant (to B)!    On shore the opposite 

should be done  (B         C)!

B!
3"

A conflict = a compromise! 
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See more details and references in the review to be published in 
Energy & Fuel 




